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INTRODUCTION

THE GROWTH OF THE “ON-DEMAND” services sector has spurred a vigorous debate on the changing nature of the U.S. economy and the implications for American workers.

The “on-demand” economy refers to the growing number of businesses that connect service providers to customers through the assistance of information technology -- particularly “apps” accessible on smart phones. Uber and Lyft drivers are the most commonly-cited examples of the growing phenomenon, but there are others, including maid and handyman-type services, grocery and restaurant food delivery, data programming for academic research, and even short-term management consulting. Many other on-demand businesses are now in development and expected to emerge in the coming years.

Technology is what makes these new firms viable. Entrepreneurs and developers create internet software and “apps” that connect a service and a customer, making it much easier and more convenient than ever before.

This technology isn’t just breaking new ground with customer service – it’s also pioneering new ways to organize, manage, and deploy workers. Many of the people who work in the on-demand economy are not employees, but rather self-employed independent contractors. Consequently, they have fewer obligations than typical workers do, but also get much less in terms of the social protections that have been extended to workers in various federal and state laws.

The on-demand economy is still nascent and its long-term trajectory is far from clear. But there is an expectation that it will grow as technology improves and customers find its convenience more and more attractive. It is therefore appropriate to consider at this time what the effects of the on-demand economy might mean for workers, and whether adjustments in public policies are warranted.

A useful starting point for considering this subject is the proposal by Harris and Krueger to create a new category of worker, the “independent worker,” to address the growing number of people working in the on-demand economy.1 A discussion of that proposal follows, along with a description of an alternative approach that would be more consistent with existing law and less disruptive to the dynamic growth of this new sector of the national economy.

---

A PROPOSAL FOR “INDEPENDENT WORKERS” IN THE ON-DEMAND ECONOMY

Much of the discussion about the on-demand economy comes from a perspective of concern that the firms connecting customers and service providers may also be undermining social protections that have been extended to employees in more traditional work. In particular, there is a concern that these firms are using large numbers of independent contractors even though the relationship between these companies and the service providers has some characteristics of an employer-employee relationship.

In the United States, several laws have extended protections for workers covering minimum wages, overtime pay, non-discrimination, family and medical leave, workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, health insurance, and pension benefits. Some worry that newly emerging firms in the on-demand economy are avoiding the requirements these laws impose by classifying the people who work for and with them as independent contractors rather than employees.

The question of what constitutes an employer-employee relationship is a subtle one. Harris and Krueger make the point that workers in the on-demand economy do not fit the definition of a traditional employee because these workers are not making the kind of commitment that employees typically have to make to become “employed,” particularly in terms of giving up some of their freedom over the allocation of their time. Typically, employees are required as a condition of employment to work at times and in places that are most convenient and profitable for the employer. The employees’ obligations to their employers also often mean that they have less ability to earn income in other ways. Consequently, there is a dependent relationship between employees and employers, which is the primary reason for numerous public policies protecting these workers in various ways and requiring their employers to make available various benefits associated with employment.

At the same time, Harris and Krueger also state that workers in the on-demand economy do not fit the definition of independent contractors either, because these workers typically do not have the power to negotiate the terms of their compensa-
tion from their customers or the intermediary firms. In the on-demand economy, the compensation is generally set by the technology firms, and is non-negotiable. This is different from the typical independent contractor – like a painter – who sets his own price when bidding for work from various customers.

Based on this assessment, Harris and Krueger conclude that it is time to create a third category -- the “independent worker.” Workers in this new category would not be employees, but they also wouldn’t be “on their own” independent contractors either. Rather, Harris and Krueger propose to give independent workers some additional rights and protections:

- Independent workers would have the freedom to organize and collectively bargain, as employees do today, by granting workers in this new category exemptions from anti-trust law statutes that might prevent them from jointly setting conditions for their compensation from firms competing in the on-demand economy.

- Firms in the on-demand economy would be granted the authority to voluntarily pool resources on behalf of independent workers -- for purchases such as group health and disability insurance – without opening up the firms to the contention that the workers are employees.

- Independent workers would be granted the same non-discrimination protections that apply to employees and prospective employees.

- Firms would be required to pay the employer share and withhold the employee share of Federal Insurance Contribution Act (FICA) tax payments from the compensation paid to independent workers. In addition, these firms would be required to withhold income tax payments from this compensation.

- States would be allowed to grant firms employing independent workers the ability to opt into workers’ compensation systems in return for protection from lawsuits brought by the independent workers based on workplace accidents and injuries.

- Firms would be permitted to facilitate the pooling of voluntary unemployment insurance arrangements among independent workers, although the workers would be ineligible for the federal-state unemployment compensation system based on their earnings as independent workers.

“The question of what constitutes and employer-employee relationship is a subtle one. Harris and Krueger make the point that workers in the on-demand economy do not fit the definition of a traditional employee because these workers are not making the kind of commitment that employees typically have to make to become “employed,” particularly in terms of giving up some of their freedom over the allocation of their time.”
Firms would be required to make payments of 5 percent of the net compensation they pay to independent workers to support their enrollment in health insurance offered through the Affordable Care Act’s exchanges. The independent workers would not get employer-sponsored insurance but would get employer support for their premium payments.

**A MARKET INNOVATION FOR CONSUMERS AND WORKERS ALIKE**

Harris and Krueger’s proposal for independent workers hinges on the view that these workers need some assistance from public policy because they are not like independent contractors, who are said to have more ability to negotiate the terms of the financial relationship with their customers than on-demand workers are today. And it is certainly true that the big on-demand firms – particularly Uber – set the compensation they provide for their service providers on a take it or leave it basis. Uber drivers do not have the ability to set their own rates.

But it is important to realize that labor markets are, when functioning properly, two-way streets. The firm seeks the assistance of workers or service providers by offering them compensation; it is up to the workers and potential employees to decide if the compensation is satisfactory for the work they will be asked to perform. If the compensation seems inadequate to draw a sufficient and qualified pool of workers, then the firm must adjust what it is offering to make it more attractive so that it can meet the needs of its customers.

What is notable about the technology now disrupting so many service sectors in the on-demand economy is that the opportunity to use the technology to satisfy a consumer need is highly attractive to both the customers and to the service providers. The new technology makes it easier and more convenient for people with an asset – a car or a skill requiring some training and experience – to earn an income on that asset. For many people, this is a highly attractive prospect, freeing up an underutilized source of income. This is the key to making the successful on-demand firms work – they are able to unlock a labor supply that was previously largely dormant.

Moreover, the compensation that is provided to drivers for Uber and other on-demand workers must be understood both as the dollar compensation and the ease with which it is earned. For many Uber drivers, the compensation is perfectly fine, even attractive, at the levels set by the firm because they can earn it when they want to, and there is no obligation to work on a fixed schedule.

As of the end of 2015, Uber had more than 400,000 active drivers, 69 percent of

“The compensation that is provided to drivers for Uber and other on-demand workers must be understood both as the dollar compensation and the ease with which it is earned…. [Uber] drivers generally report being satisfied with their experience with Uber because of the flexibility the firm offers to them.”
whom had other full-time or part-time work. These drivers generally report being satisfied with their experience with Uber because of the flexibility the firm offers to them. They drive when they have the time to do so. The success of the firms in the on-demand economy in attracting the service suppliers that make their businesses viable is direct evidence that the compensation these firms are offering is attractive enough for their business plan.

Many workers in the on-demand economy also have other employment that is not in any way restricted by their participation in this new and emerging slice of the economy. These workers often get health care and other benefits from one employer and then supplement their income in the on-demand economy.

Some may argue that Uber and other on-demand firms, by not offering health and other benefits to their independent contractors, are “free riding” on companies that provide more traditional benefits to their employees. But this perspective is off-base. In competitive labor markets, employer-provided fringe benefits come out of the total compensation paid to employees, so it is the workers, not the firms, who ultimately pay for health insurance and other protections. Moreover, firms that hire employees do so because that approach to deploying labor is consistent with their business plan. More than likely, these firms could not survive by working only with independent contractors. Uber and other on-demand firms are different. They have built business models – centered on information technology – that explicitly allow them to rely on a loosely affiliated group of independent contractors who only work when they want to.

Absent evidence to the contrary, the labor market should be trusted to properly match workers and firms to maximize efficiency. At the moment, there is very little evidence of any market failure.

**UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES**

An important reason for exercising some caution in public policy regarding worker protections is the very real prospect of unintended consequences from steps intended to help workers. In particular, the proposal to create a new third category of worker – the “independent worker” – could inadvertently result in a loss of income and social protection for the people the policy is intended to help.

Today, employers must choose to either hire workers as employees or engage with independent contractors to get the services they need to run their businesses. If employers are given a third choice that entails less expense, less long-term commitment, and fewer risks, it would seem possible that the main effect would be to

---

encourage more employers to redefine their workforce to fit within the new model. This could mean a larger migration of people out of employed status and into independent worker status than from independent contractor to independent worker. After all, there are far more people who are currently employees of firms than who are working as independent contractors, and thus far more potential for migration out of employment than out of independent contracting.

In addition, the combination of proposed benefits for independent workers would raise costs on employers well above what they are today. Harris and Krueger’s proposed requirement to pay a 5 percent fee for health insurance on all compensation earned by independent workers would be the equivalent of a new tax on this sector of the economy. Employers will be unlikely to pay much of this tax, as they will adjust the compensation levels of their workers and also raise their prices. The net effect, however, will be to squeeze the ability of the new firms to run their businesses as they can today, which means these firms will contract or grow less rapidly than they would without the new costs and restrictions associated with independent workers. This will mean reduced incomes for those people who would have been willing to engage with these firms without the added protections of independent worker status.
A BETTER APPROACH

Instead of creating a new category of worker, with new obligations on the employers who hire them, it would be better to examine what can be done to improve the social protections of these workers by working with the current classification system and making adjustments as necessary.

The goal of any adjustments should be to improve the social protection available to workers in the on-demand economy without misallocating resources in ways that are contrary to the wishes and interests of these workers. In general, this means not imposing expensive new burdens on the firms -- which will inevitably lead to lower incomes for the workers -- but to facilitate improved protection for workers who prefer and desire more flexible working arrangements.

Of course, it is possible that myopia is at work here. Society has an interest in ensuring the general economic security of its workers, and some independent contractors may inappropriately undervalue these benefits and protections and thus forgo taking the steps necessary to secure them on their own. This may be particularly true for health insurance and retirement savings. But there are already other laws on the books addressing these questions (including the recent enactment of the Affordable Care Act, which penalizes taxpayers for failing to enroll in a health insurance plan). Instead of imposing new burdens on workers in the on-demand economy, it may be more beneficial to examine proposals advanced in recent years to improve the portability of job-based benefits for workers with lower wages, more self-employment, and less enduring connections to large, stable firms. These efforts point to an agenda that could be beneficial to the workers now engaged in the on-demand workforce without undermining the dynamism of this important new sector of the national economy.

SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE CONTRIBUTIONS

The Social Security and Medicare programs provide protections for workers. Workers make payroll contributions to the program based on their earnings and receive benefits if they become disabled or when they retire (or reach age 65 in the case of Medicare). The disability protections are particularly important to workers and generally beyond what could be purchased through private insurance options. It is therefore important that independent contractors make contributions to these pro-
grams and earn the protection they provide.

Under current tax law, there is no reason that independent contractors, including those working in the on-demand economy, would not earn credits toward Social Security and Medicare protection. Tax law requires self-employed individuals to make contributions to the programs at a rate that is equivalent to the total amount paid by employer and employees on the same level of income. Those taxes are collected as part of the income tax filing system, but independent workers are also required to make quarterly tax payments (instead of lump sum payments with their annual returns) to ensure federal receipts are spread throughout the year. Taxpayers that fail to make quarterly payments are potentially subject to penalties.

There is no clear evidence indicating that independent contractors in the on-demand economy are paying their taxes into the programs at a lower rate than is otherwise seen in the self-employed economy. However, there is emerging survey data indicating a serious lack of information among these workers regarding their tax obligations, with the potential that many of them will inadvertently run afoul of current tax law.3

The solution to this problem is to encourage the IRS to do a better job informing independent contractors in the emerging on-demand economy of their taxpaying obligations, along with the important protections that come with paying Social Security and Medicare taxes. A voluntary program of tax withholding, at the election of the employer, could also be explored. This would be a benefit to workers that on-demand firms could offer, but they would not be required to do so. If important to workers, such a benefit could become an additional selling point attracting workers to firms selecting this option.

**HEALTH INSURANCE**

Health insurance is arguably the most important job-based benefit provided in the United States. As of 2012, there were 170 million Americans with health benefits financed, at least in part, by employers.4

For many years, the market for health insurance for people outside of employer-sponsored coverage was feeble and inadequate. The federal government provided a large tax benefit for job-based insurance but no assistance for people purchasing coverage directly from insurance companies. Consequently, only people who had no other choice bought their insurance in the individual market.

---


The 2010 Affordable Care Act (ACA) was aimed in many ways at making the individual market work better for people without the option of a job-based plan. The law provides substantial financial support to households with incomes above the eligibility level for Medicaid but below four times the poverty line. This assistance is especially generous for households with incomes in the range of 138 percent of poverty to about 250 percent of poverty. These households can use the federal financial support provided to them to purchase coverage on the ACA’s exchanges with reduced premiums for themselves. As of March 2016, there were 11.1 million Americans enrolled in health insurance on the ACA’s exchanges.5

Key Republicans in Congress also support providing assistance in purchasing insurance to households without access to employer-sponsored coverage. The GOP leadership in the House recently introduced a comprehensive plan to replace the ACA and make other changes in Medicare and Medicaid.6 Under the plan, any household without the offer of a job-based plan would get a refundable federal tax credit that could be used to purchase a state-approved insurance plan.

So long as the ACA remains in effect, or is replaced by something similar to what the House GOP is proposing, there is little reason to propose other changes just for workers in the on-demand sector. If a worker earns all of his income as a driver for Uber, and his income is moderate, he is eligible to purchase coverage through an ACA exchange and receive federal subsidies. Proposals to force firms competing in the on-demand economy to make contributions on behalf of their workers to health insurance would only come at the expense of the earned income of those workers. The result would be lower incomes for workers and therefore higher premium subsidy costs (unless the schedule of subsidization were to be adjusted for employer contributions). There is no convincing reason to do this, as the workers already have access to this insurance today without further governmental intervention.

RETIREMENT SAVINGS

Employer-sponsored retirement savings is also an important component of the nation’s social welfare system. According to government statistics, about 80 percent of full-time workers in the U.S. have access to an employer-sponsored 401(k) retirement savings plan, and about 64 percent of all full-time workers contribute to such plans.7 These retirement plans are completely portable because they are owned by the workers.

Workers therefore take their savings with them when they switch jobs.

The contribution rate toward retirement savings is much lower among self-employed people. Current law provides some attractive options for self-employed workers, including the Self-Employed Pension IRA, which allows self-employed tax filers to set aside a substantial portion of their earnings in a tax deductible retirement savings account. But many studies have shown that inertia and the transaction costs of setting up a plan can be barriers to properly preparing for lost income in old age. And Social Security’s benefit levels are far below what is needed for most people to sustain the lifestyle they had while working into retirement.

Several proposals have been made to improve options for self-employed workers. One would be to allow firms, and workers, to make contributions to 401(k) plans sponsored jointly among firms. Another option would be to have states set up simplified 401(k) plans to which small firms and self-employed workers could contribute. The pooling effect of the plan would lower the transaction costs for everyone. States could also require firms engaged with independent contractors to withhold contributions from the compensation paid to their contractors if the contractor elected to participate in the plan. The requirement to withhold retirement contributions at the request of independent contractors could be limited to firms engaged with a sizeable number of such contractors so that the requirement doesn’t apply to firms for whom this would be a burden.

As the on-demand economy grows, and independent contractor work increases as a percentage of total compensation, it is important to make it simpler and more convenient for such workers to save for their retirement needs. Today’s approach works well for employees of mid to large firms, but not as well for others.

**WORKERS’ COMPENSATION**

The workers’ compensation system provides employers with immunity from some legal actions taken by injured workers in return for an experience-rated system of pre-determined payments to workers for such injuries. This system is generally only available to firms and their employees, not independent contractors.

It makes good sense to open up this system, on a voluntary basis, to firms who deploy a large number of independent contractors as part of their services for customers. The firms that opt in would be required to make premium payments to the state compensation system, which would be an added expense for these companies. It is therefore possible that these contributions would effectively lower the amount these firms make available as compensation for their independent con-
tractors. However, it is also possible that a firm’s payments to a state workers’ compensation program would be less, over time, than the payouts to plaintiffs bringing suits against the company for workplace injuries.

Moreover, because these programs charge experience-rated premiums, firms have a strong incentive to minimize the risk of injury for their workers. Applying that same incentive to large numbers of independent contractors who work closely with such firms could be an important step toward better safety in a number of areas, including on the roads. On-demand firms may be reluctant to exert control over the manner in which the work is conducted out of fear that control opens them up to more legal exposure. The voluntary workers’ compensation program needs to be designed carefully to ensure there is an overall incentive for firms to take on more responsibility for the safety of their associated contractors rather than less.

**UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION**

The most difficult protection to extend to independent contractors is protection against lost income due to unemployment. Unemployment insurance makes sense when a worker is dependent on an employer, and is thus vulnerable to lost income when the employer goes out of business or lays off workers to cut costs. The worker is not responsible for the lost income in those instances.

For independent contractors in the on-demand economy, it is often entirely up to the worker how much time they put into the enterprise. A driver for Uber can work as much or as little as he would like to. It is impossible to design a stable insurance system when the insured person has nearly complete control over when and how to trigger the event causing the insurance payout. This is the same conclusion Harris and Krueger reached in their assessment of the on-demand economy.

The best alternative approach to improving the financial security of workers in the on-demand economy is to allow them to set aside resources that they could later tap during a period of lower earned income. Firms could be asked to facilitate independent contractor contributions to a 401(k) plan that could also serve as a cushion during periods of lower earned income. Conditions could be established for withdrawing funds without penalty to allow individuals with a history (above some minimum) of independent contractor income to supplement their incomes during periods of lower incomes. Those who access funds in this manner could be required to repay the amounts when their incomes, as shown in tax filings, exceed a certain threshold.
CONCLUSION

New technology is opening up many new possibilities for earned income. The on-demand economy is allowing people with underutilized assets to begin generating income streams from those assets. This is a highly valuable change in their lives. The importance and popularity of this development is evident in the relatively large numbers of people who are participating in this new segment of the economy as suppliers of services.

It is of course a concern if large numbers of Americans are going without the social protections that have been built up around traditional employment. But there is little evidence at this point of such a development. It is more likely that the on-demand economy is serving as a supplement for many people to their traditional employment, not as a substitute.

Moreover, policy has been moving gradually over many years toward improving the ability of fully self-employed Americans to protect themselves, with health insurance, retirement savings, and disability protection. More can and should be done to facilitate the ability of persons with self-employment income to access programs and policies that put them on the same level as employees in terms of social protections.

But these steps, if done carefully, can be fully consistent with a thriving on-demand economy, which promises to be as helpful to those supplying the services as it is to the customers who use them.
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